
What are ELEVATED STARSEEDS? 

 

Are you ready to awaken to your true potential and 
create your own reality? If so, you are not alone. 
You are part of a star fam that consists of 1.6 billion 
ELEVATED STARSEEDS who are here to assist 
humanity in its spiritual conscious evolution and are 
NEVER alone on a metaphysical level. 

 

ELEVATED STARSEEDS are advanced souls who 
originate from other planets, star systems, or 
dimensions. They have incarnated on Earth to help 

raise the vibration of the planet and guide people into their spiritual awakening. They have a 
strong connection to the Source and their higher self, and they are able to access their 
innate gifts and abilities. 

 

ELEVATED STARSEEDS have had many past lives here on earth and other planets around the 
Universe.  Meaning… they have a highly ascended human essence and higher self and with 
each new generation that enters earth, so to will they and their Universal Team of guides 
who help, guide and assist them on their life’s path.  

 

ELEVATED STARSEEDS are not new to Earth. They have been here for millennia, but they 
have been suppressed and oppressed by the 0.081% who have had control over the world 
for a long time. These are the dark forces who have kept humanity in fear, ignorance, 
separation, self-doubt and victim mindset. 

 

However, things are changing now. The Earth is going through a major shift in 
consciousness, and ELEVATED STARSEEDS are being activated and awakened to their true 
purpose. They are remembering who they are and why they are here. They are reclaiming 
their power and sovereignty as MASTER CREATORS and MANIFESTING their own lives. 

 

ELEVATED STARSEEDS generally forge their own paths and act as catalyst leaders by 
example to activate, inspire, teach and up lift others to shine their light within to be seen 
and heard to have the confidence to do the same.  Some resonate with the words, way 
showers, innovators, visionaries of the future who are wise for their age and are ahead of 
the evolution curve.   

 

How to become an ELEVATED STARSEED and a MASTER CREATOR? 

 

If you resonate with this message, chances are you are an ELEVATED STARSEED yourself. 
You may have felt different from others all your life, and you may have experienced a sense 
of not belonging or homesickness for another place. You may have been drawn to topics 
such as astronomy, metaphysics, astrology, and spirituality. You may have also felt a strong 
urge to help others and make a positive difference in the world. 



 

Here are some suggestions on how to develop as an ELEVATED STARSEED and a MASTER 
CREATOR: 

 

- Connect with your higher self and your star family. You can do this through meditation, 
prayer, Universal Numbers, trance or any other spiritual practice that resonates with you. 
Set the intention before meditating and ask Arch Angel Michael to surround you and allow 
the most authorised divine love and light of your Universal Team of guide(s) to connect with 
you . They are always with you and ready to help and assist you, but you have to ask due to 
having free will. 

 

- Heal your past traumas and wounds. You may have accumulated a lot of negative karma 
and energy from your previous lifetimes and your current one. Releasing these blocks can 
clear your energy field and allow you to move forwards from what has been holding you 
back. You can do this through therapy, energy healing, or any other healing modality that 
works for you.  

 

- Activate your DNA and your chakras. You have a divine blueprint within you that contains 
your full potential and purpose which is slowly being open the more photonic light in the 
form of solar flares come in from our sun to activate this blueprint and awaken your 
dormant DNA strands.  

- Balance and align your chakras, which are the energy centres in your body. You can do this 
through sound, light, or any other frequency-based tool that resonates with you. 

 

- Raise your vibration and your consciousness to shift from a 3D perspective to a 5D 
perspective by moving from fear to love, from ignorance to wisdom, from separation to 
unity and embrace your true nature as a multidimensional being of light and love. You can 
do this by CHOOSING positive thoughts, emotions, and actions that align with your highest 
good and the highest good of all. 

 

- Create your own reality and your own destiny and realize that you are a powerful creator 
and co-creator who is connected to source in heart space. You have the ability to manifest 
anything you desire, as long as it is in harmony with the divine plan and the universal laws. 
Use your intention, imagination, and emotion to shape your reality and follow your passion, 
joy, intuition and what lights you up to fulfil your destiny. 

 

You are an ELEVATED STARSEED and a MASTER CREATOR. You are here to assist the Earth 
and humanity in their ascension process one heart at a time. You are here to shine your light 
and share your love. You are here to make a difference and leave a legacy. 

 

Are you ready to step into your power and your purpose? 

 



Want to be part of an awakened community where you can feel supported, inspired, 
connected and empowered? Come on into the Pheonix Academy group on Facebook to 
learn and connect with like minded people because EVERYONE on this planet is a star child. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2476153262445712/?ref=share 

 

We are all children of the cosmos and we can be our own HERO’S!  

 

Welcome home where we can learn to grow and BELONG together as our true authentic 

selves 💖 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2476153262445712/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV1BXm17sYXqFRuYFXplXSd-OEKeBy8zaU9EVvRNESSO6mAIl1jJW-O7uu7J8UHPZ8h4zrx15Hmy_iaFg6VL1MIhBpmpm_eOhiqHg_-xV8rRtjzjMM2NJQUs2AMLaKdOAc0-wll_oWcNtotx1YiTEd-MYE85VkRkbCWzvmCG5rRrQ&__tn__=-UK-R

